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Introduction

My parents were hippies. They protested against
Vietnam and nuclear proliferation, they voted
for McGovern and stopped eating meat. In fact
when I was a little kid we ate “protose-burgers”,
the vegetarian precursors to today’s frozen vegepatties; they came in a can and looked a lot
like dog food. In the mid-seventies my mother
took a job with United Cerebral Palsy in New
York City where she met my father. Both had
sought to fulfill ideals, to improve the lives of
others, to care for those who needed help. They
worked with physically and cognitively impaired
children and adults. While they eventually cut
their hair and moved to the suburbs, they held
1
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true to their core values, donating time and
money always in pursuit of social justice and
environmental sustainability.
When I was a sophomore at Clark University,
we were in the car and for the first time they
asked me what I thought I might do after
graduation. I told them that I wanted to join
the Americorps. I said that I didn’t know what I
wanted to do with my life, but that I wanted to
spend time helping others while I tried to figure
it out. Over the next year I came to realize that
was what I wanted to do, something important,
something that had value beyond me. In effect,
I wanted to join the family business. It was at
about the same time that I was accepted into a
graduate program in Community Development
and Planning. Clark’s BA/MA program that
allowed qualified students to continue on to a
graduate degree free of charge was too good of
an opportunity to let go and thus my Americorps
experience never materialized.
My first internship, which would eventually
grow into a job, came the summer after Junior
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year. It was at a group home for mentally ill.
Clark and this group home are in Worcester
Massachusetts, an old New England mill-town,
now a city that over many decades has seen
investment dwindle and poverty rise. Many of
our clients had grown up, or in some manner
come of age in the area; done drugs or seen
violence on its streets and in a number of cases
had public incidents that led to their treatment
at Worcester State Hospital. By the time that
I met them, they were all heavily medicated –
a state that we helped maintain – and stable
enough so that, with our assistance, they were
able to live in the community. One of my clients
even held a part-time job, but the tenuousness of
their situation, the constant conflation of reality
and delusion and the ever-present possibility
that they could completely decompensate and
find themselves at the hospital once again,
always tempered our successes. As a Residential
Counselor and eventually the Rehabilitation
Specialist, I worked with them on independent
living skills, ensured medication compliance and
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encouraged “normative social interactions”. As
I spent time with them I got to know them and
grew to like them. They had once been those
crazy people that we avoid in public, but they
became for me, just men and women suffering
from mental illness who needed help.
When I finished my graduate coursework,
I followed my girlfriend Jess to Boston. About
six months later I heard from an old co-worker
that one of my favorite clients, the one to whom
I had been assigned as an individual counselor,
the one who had been working and was close
to moving out of the home had ended up back
in the hospital. I was not the first staff member
who he felt had abandoned him, but I was the
last. I don’t know if that was the only thing that
triggered this latest decompensation, I suspect
it wasn’t, but I felt guilty nonetheless. It was
December and after months of demoralizing
temp work, I had taken a part-time job with Jess’
organization, a family shelter in Dorchester.
I was part of a housing retention program,
the purpose of which was to keep people in their
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homes when just a little money to pay back bills
or rental arrears could prevent a much more
devastating and expensive problem. People,
usually women, would call and I would sit
down with them, look at what money they
owed, review their income and expenses and
determine if and how we might help. The
experience was enlightening and disheartening.
Intelligent and kind, employed and responsible,
they would suffer the indignity of a 23-year old
kid examining their personal finances. There was
almost never room to spare and if there were, one
emergency – car trouble, a medical bill – would
wipe them out. They were the working poor;
their situations were untenable, they teetered on
the brink of homelessness. They needed affordable
housing, as did thousands of others in Boston who
were on closed waiting lists for Section 8 Housing
Vouchers or who were doubled-up in someone
else’s apartment because the shelters were full.
Ironically, my part-time job preventing people
from losing their housing didn’t quite pay enough
for me to stay housed. So I availed myself of my
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own personal social safety net and moved in with
my parents for several months. Upon my return
to New York, I began working for a non-profit
social service provider and affordable housing
developer in Westchester County. As a project
manager, I was responsible for finding new sites
on which to build affordable housing, devising
development budgets and operating pro formas
for the projects, applying for the public and
private dollars necessary to produce the housing
and then working with an architect and
contractor to design and construct or renovate.
My first project was a gut renovation of a threedecker building, which established housing for
12 homeless, disabled veterans in three shared
apartments. Around the time that construction
came to an end, Jess and I headed off to the
Berkshires for a short honeymoon.
We were married in August of 2007. At
our ceremony, the program explained all of the
aspects of a Jewish wedding including why we
break a glass at the end. The acknowledgement of
sadness at a time of joy can be interpreted in
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a variety of ways, but we chose to think of it
within the context of Tikkun Olam. This, we
explained, is the Jewish obligation to “repair
the world”. In addition to the family shelter in
Dorchester, Jess had also worked for the same
community mental health organization in
Worcester as I had. When she joined me in New
York, she worked for a social service and housing
agency that among other things, employed hard
to employ people and was, at least at the time,
a national model for the social-entrepreneurship
movement. When we stood there in front of
our Rabbi, she was working for a community
development financial institution in the City.
We were committed to the notion of repairing the
world. Yet housing and services for 12 homeless
veterans never felt like much of a fix. Not when
the National Coalition for Homeless Veterans
estimated that on any given night there were over
100,000 veterans experiencing homelessness.1
The problem was too big. There were always
more people who required housing that was even
more affordable. The time and effort were vast,
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but the money was not and it was impossible
to keep pace with the need. Then, with each
affordable housing proposal came a new battle
with community members crying NIMBY (Not
In My Backyard) and much worse.
Over time, I grew into the role of presenter
at public hearings. I would show images of
our proposed projects, discuss their benefits
and attempt to persuade municipal officials,
elected board members and the general public
to support the development. The challenge was
substantial, always. Angry neighbors, usually
white, usually middle-aged and older would
come out to speak against our proposals. The
size of the development, potential traffic and
parking problems, schools (if we intended to house
families) were always raised as chief concerns, but
race and class issues were implied in much of the
opposition. References to our potential tenants as,
“those people” as if they could be discussed as a
singular group, and questions about exactly how
much money they would earn, as if there were
some conclusion to be drawn about people in
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a given income bracket, pervaded the often loud
and raucous discourse. Sometimes it was just overt
and people made clearly stated disparagements of
different races, ethnicities and “the poor”.
It was interesting to listen to irate neighbors
attempt to dissect rent or income levels and
lecture for two minutes at a time about what
they would mean for the community. It often
demonstrated a distinct lack of self-awareness.
Our most contentious fight was actually in
a place where the median income would have
qualified for an apartment in our proposed
building. Were those other people, the neighbors
opposing our development, poor themselves?
Maybe. Though perhaps Jess and I were too.
As the public hearing dragged on for weeks
I often imagined approaching the microphone
not as the representative of a housing developer
but as someone who lived in a rent stabilized
Washington Heights apartment.
Despite the fact that people of all income
levels take government assistance all the time –
home mortgage interest deductions, government
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backed low-interest college loans, unemployment
insurance and so on, we don’t think of it as
such. Instead there remains the rather sticky
perception that if one needs affordable housing,
and therefore “actual” government assistance,
then they are poor. Still, while that perception
is misguided, what is worse is the condescension
and indifference that it leads to. Instead of
considering their need for help within the context
of our own advantages, we view those in poverty
as different, suspect, even sometimes dangerous.
Our representations of people in need reinforce
those ideas, and make it difficult for us to envision
them as similar to us. Rather our collective
imagination is focused on our differences.

13

Problem
Statement

Since the landmark 1890 publication of “How The Other-Half Lives” in
which Jacob Riis documented wretched living conditions on the Lower East
Side of Manhattan, the de facto images of poverty have been literal depictions
of squalor. While these photo journalistic accounts of the impoverished
are essential to our understanding of the human condition, the use of this
image type in forms such as nonprofit mail appeals has limited impact.
These solicitations of sympathy are often meant to humanize calamity, but
they frequently offer glimpses of the most degrading situations. In effect
dehumanized, the subjects become even harder to relate to.
Connecting is imperative, as academic studies have demonstrated a clear
philanthropic value in establishing a bond between the entreated and a cause.
Yet the prevailing construct, which positions the viewer as savior, subject as
victim, can be off-putting to general audiences, as implicit in their inaction is
a tolerance or acceptance of what they see. The suggestion of complicity creates
feelings of guilt, which lead to rationalizing and ignoring the issue at hand.
Alternatively, design based on empathy, focused on commonalities and
solicitous by way of shared human experience may offer much broader appeal.
With a growing market for design advocacy pieces, resonance with a wide
audience is more important than ever. By producing a body of design work
that reflects my professional experience with poverty, I will explore messages
rooted in our commonalities and endeavor to expand the visual language
used to connect the viewer and subject.
15
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Almost 40 years after the publication of “First Things First”, a small group
of leading designers produced “First Things First 2000”, a reworking of Ken
Garland’s original manifesto, focused on design at the new millennium.
While the document acknowledges the practical realities of design work
and modern society, the text also makes clear that the signatories are not
comfortable with our industry still being largely defined by work based on
mass consumption.2 Instead they note, “There are pursuits more worthy of
our problem-solving skills. Unprecedented environmental, social, and cultural
crises demand our attention.”3 They go on to call for “a reversal of priorities in
favor of more useful, lasting, and democratic forms of communicationa mind shift away from product marketing and toward the exploration and
production of a new kind of meaning.”4 There is, however, no guidance on
methodology, no design philosophy governing this “new meaning”. The
controversy that First Things First 2000 created within the design industry
aside, the manifesto is representative of a substantial number of designers, who,
over the past two decades or more have decided to take on cause-related work.
Over much the same time-span there has been an increasing
professionalism amongst non-profit and Non-Governmental Organizations.
Colleges and universities around the country have begun to offer degrees not
only in subjects that deal directly with social issues, but also in non-profit
management and social entrepreneurship. Concurrently, government agencies
on the national, state and local level have contracted out to service providers
19
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and philanthropies like the Gates Foundation have developed and prioritized
outcome measurement tools. Organizations have begun to pay hirer salaries
and consistently compete for the most talented people in the job market.
These changes in nonprofit culture have included reconsiderations of
image, as more organizations have come to understand the importance
of design as part of overall communications and fundraising functions.
While identity and brand management are essential to these newly realized
strategies, so are advocacy campaigns, in which organizations attempt to
educate the general public about an issue or to promote the work that they
do. Many designers produce advocacy pieces pro bono, though more and
more large non-profits and some innovative small ones now have the budgets
and desire to pay for sophisticated, well-produced campaigns. But as designers
take up this challenge either because of ideological commitment or financial
opportunity or both, we may need to examine and perhaps reconsider our
processes, methodologies and ultimately our final design pieces themselves.
Designing for a cause has no intrinsic value, good intent does not equal good
work and, as we shall see later, a focus on form and function is not enough.
In cause-based design, content, which in some ways becomes a stand-in for
a product or service, must be carefully treated.
I give and therefore I receive. Nonprofit mail, that is. In fact I receive
mail solicitations from organizations
that I don’t even give to. Inevitably
it is the “face picture”, the face of
a child in the developing world, the
face of a polar bear in the arctic, the
face of a homeless woman in New
York, the face of a dog in a shelter.
The image transcends cause. It
helps to humanize, personalize and
in some cases anthropomorphize.
And we need to do that, because
research on charitable giving shows
that we tend to give to those that we
can relate to, or that we view to be
similar to us. We also seem to want
to connect with a single individual.
In a 2005 study, Kehila Kogut and
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Ilana Ritov sought to measure the
“Identifiable Victim Effect” and found
that giving rates for single identified
victims are actually higher than
those for groups, both identified and
not. This, they write is related to the
psychological distance of groups,
though they do note that the concept
can apply to individuals as well. 5 The
researchers have also found that we
give to those we perceive as being in
some way close to us, or belonging
to a shared social category. 6 In her
“Sympathy Biases and Sympathy
Appeals: Reducing Social Distance
to Boost Charitable Contributions”
Deborah Small of the Wharton
School also discusses closeness
as being integral to generosity. She
cites a variety of factors including
the ability to identify and proximity
as positively impacting a donor’s
desire to give.7
And still, when the warning
sound chimes and the doors slide
shut and a voice at one end of the
train car calls, “Excuse me ladies
and gentlemen…” I bury my head
in a book. One single, identifiable
victim, someone who lives in our
community, someone physically
close pleading for help, someone
who seems to meet much of the
criteria stated above, yet time and
again most of us on the subway
look away. We know that New
York City has services to deal with
homelessness, we question what
that person will really use the money
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for, or we guess that our 35 cents
won’t solve their problem anyway.
And then we remember that we
donate to all kinds of other things
and we ask ourselves whether we
need to or even can help everyone.
But how hard do we try? In
his Giving: How Each of Us Can
Change the World, Bill Clinton notes
that about 70% of Americans give
some money away each year. 8 He
goes on to write,
In 2006, Americans gave almost
2 percent of GDP (Gross Domestic
Product), about $300 billion, usually in one of three categories: to
their place of worship or its affiliated
activities; to an emergency with profound and highly publicized needs,
like the tsunami, Hurricane Katrina,
or a sick child in their community
who needs surgery the family can’t
afford; or to other local fund-raising
activities by a group in which the
donor is involved or to which the
donor is asked to give by a friend or
family member.9

Giving thus includes everything
from support for the local little
league to membership fees at
museums, contributions to the
children’s wing of a community
hospital to sponsorships for
church retreats. Of course $10 text
message donations to the Red
Cross for Earthquake Relief in Haiti
is also part of the tally, but where
does all of this leave a cause that
is not hyper-local or extremely
high profile? What of a cause that
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is difficult to relate to or one that
endeavors to help people who don’t
engender a great deal of concern?
And specific to this thesis, where
does all of that leave designers?
What solutions can we implement
based on the research presented
here? Are there lessons to be
learned from the design field itself?
By the late 1950’s and early 1960’s some designers began to question what
by that time had become the commercial artists’ typical, even traditional
role in advertising and as Rick Poyner writes, “began to ask publicly what
this nonstop tide of froth had to do with the wider needs and problems
of society”.10 To be sure, graphic designers had played important roles for
decades in promoting a variety of social and political movements, calls
for allegiance to existing governments or new political groups were widely
popular particularly before and during both World Wars, and some designers
also produced public interest campaigns and information graphics. But by the
middle of the 20th century as standards of living rose in the western world
and multinational corporations grew, graphic designers became parts in a
vast machine of global capitalism. In 1964, Ken Garland published “First
Things First” in which he challenged designers on their role as promoters of
consumer culture.11 Citing an array of products he wrote, “By far the greatest
time and effort of those working in the advertising industry are wasted on
these trivial purposes, which contribute little or nothing to our national
prosperity.”12 Rick Poyner points out that Garland draws an important
distinction between “design as communication (giving people necessary
information) and design as persuasion (trying to get them to buy things).”13
This shift, toward communication and away from persuasion heralded, at
least for some, a new focus on function and user experience.
Along the same lines, in the 1970’s the Universal Design movement,
sometimes know as Design for All, Inclusive Design or Lifespan Design,
began to emerge.14 Focused on accessibility for a broad range of people,
practitioners of Universal Design create spaces, objects, communications and
so on rooted in user experiences and with an understanding of those users’
varying abilities.15 In some respects both Universal Design and Garland’s
manifesto were reminiscent of what Herbert Bayer attempted to achieve with
Universal Typography at the Bauhaus.16
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In general terms this humanistic approach,
often labeled human-centered design
has become an increasing priority for
designers interested in socially conscious
work. In recent years, individual designers
and design firms alike have sought to
create solutions for many of the world’s
problems. The Cooper Hewitt’s 2010
National Design Triennial “Why Design
Now” showcased a wide variety of such
projects including “Solvatten Solar Safewater Purifier”, “Improved Clay Stove”
and “Ripple Effect”, all three aimed at
improving lives in the developing world
and all three based on technologies
and practices already common in those
places.17 The process has even been
brought to non-designers in books like
Warren Berger’s Glimmer and Tim
Brown’s Change By Design both of
which discuss research methods in which
designers observe human experience and
design around and for it. While there are
some routes for graphic designers to enter
into the human-centered design arena,
such as interface design, wayfinding and
type design, often it seems that threedimensional products take the spotlight.
Indeed industrial design and architecture
lend themselves well to this methodology,
as so much of it is based on observing the
physical interactions that people have with
environments and specific tools.
What graphic designers can do is twofold: first, we can acknowledge that the
idea implicit in Garland’s “First Things
First”, that design intended to persuade
equals design intended to sell a product,
is not true in the context of cause-based
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design, and second, we can begin to
discuss how a human-centered design
philosophy could be applied by graphic
designers seeking to capture the power
of persuasion for use beyond traditional,
consumer-based advertising.
In an essay, “Human Dignity and Human Rights: Thoughts on
the Principles of Human-Centered Design”, Richard Buchanan
writes about a design conference that he attended in South
Africa, in which one of the speakers, the Minister of Education,
Dr. Kadir Asmal discussed design, its practical application in his
country and how it related to the values of their Constitution.
Wrote Buchanan, “I believe we all recognized his significant
transformation of the old design theme of ‘form and function’ into
the new design theme of ‘form and content.’”18 He continued, “…
not a rejection of function, but a recognition that unless designers
grasp the significant content of the products they create, their
work will come to little consequence…”19 In his assessment of
human-centered design, Buchanan was eloquent,
Unfortunately, we often forget the full force and meaning of the phrase
– and the first principle which it expresses. This happens, for example,
when we reduce our considerations of human-centered design to matters of sheer usability and when we speak merely of ‘user-centered
design.’ It is true that usability plays an important role in human-centered design, but the principles that guide our work are not exhausted
when we have finished our ergonomic, psychological, sociological and
anthropological studies of what fits the human body and mind. Humancentered design is fundamentally about human dignity. It is an ongoing search for what can be done to support and strengthen the dignity
of human beings as they act out their lives in varied social, economic,
political and cultural circumstances.20

Graphic design is rooted in persuasion and though it was
co-opted and corrupted by unabashed consumerism, there
is still value in the concept. Persuasion is not at odds with
communicating information or human-centered design, in fact
persuasion can incorporate the former and exist in the form of
the latter. Human-centered design is the expression of human
experience through design. Whether we are creating products,
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services or systems to make the world better or persuading
people to do the same. And Buchanan’s notion of human dignity
is expressed every time a product works exactly the way we want
it to, and in every socially conscious message that helps us see
ourselves in others. This last thought is the crux of this thesis.
Among the factors that Deborah Small
cites as influencing social distance is
“perspective taking”, noting that social
distance can be reduced when “a person
actively imagines how another person is
affected by his or her plight.”21 Yet
I believe that it is important to draw
a distinction here between sympathy and
empathy. Imagining another person’s
crisis is empathetic not sympathetic, as is
identifying with them in all the ways that
Small and others suggest is important
in reducing social distance. By contrast,
the images that promote the construct
of viewer as savior subject as victim,
position the impoverished as “the other”
limiting our ability to empathize, creating
false barriers and perhaps increasing
perceived distance. These images, rooted
in sympathy, ask that the viewer take pity
on the subject based on a set of implied
or even imposed values. In this sense a
sympathy appeal is not a universal one,
because it relies on all viewers sharing the
same moral understanding.
Additionally, explicit imagery intended
to evoke sympathy can be discomforting as
it can serve as a reminder of what we have
not done to help and thereby illuminate
our resignation to the suffering of others.
The implication is thus one of complicity,
and even when self-imposed, it can create
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feelings of guilt, which lead many viewers
to turn away from the issue presented. In
Tracy Kidder’s book, Mountains Beyond
Mountains: The Quest of Dr. Paul
Farmer, A Man Who Would Cure The
World, the author profiles Dr. Farmer’s
work with infectious diseases in the
developing world, particularly in Haiti.
An almost unstoppable force, crusading
for the lives of others with nearly every
minute of his, Farmer tries his best to help
everyone, showing us in the positive what
we tend to rationalize in the negative – “we
can’t help everyone, can we?” In detailing a
conversation that Farmer had with his most
important funder, Kidder relates his regard
for guilt, “What he endorsed, he said, was
the guilt that some rich people felt toward
the poor, because it could cause them to
part with some of their money. And they
ought to feel guilty besides.”22
To the extent that guilt gets certain high net worth people to give charity I
say, wonderful. Yet I don’t believe guilt to be a productive emotion for most
people. Just as the Victorian view of poverty as a moral failing is no longer
the prevailing notion we should not apply a similar standard to the other side.
The sin of wealth makes no more sense than does the sin of poverty. Guilt
due to fortune is intuitively dubious because of our urge for self-preservation,
which, in modern society is often expressed through wealth accumulation.
The idea that we should feel badly about earning, keeping and spending
money doesn’t seem correct in this context perhaps because it flies in the face
of a natural instinct.
As all viewers of a socially conscious message could be part of the
intended audience, a human-centered design approach would have us
consider them. They are in effect the users and therefore their experience
is integral to the success of the design. What do they see, how do they
understand the message. If the message is lost because of too much social
distance, reducing that distance becomes the human-centered solution.
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And it is empathy that allows us to do this. When we find the commonalities
between the viewers and subject, when we focus on their similarities, we
reduce social distance. The universality of the messages that designers convey
is of particular importance when it comes to causes, because relative to the
problems for which charity is needed, charitable giving is small. That fact
might be okay as long as we provide support through other channels like
government programs. But with so many states in fiscal crisis and constant
calls for cuts in federal funding, how do we ensure that we uphold the ideals
of the religious and secular movements to which nearly all of us belong?
One of the best answers is
advocacy. While financial support
is one measure of our interest in
a cause, not every issue has
a solution that can be purchased
by a caring few. Vegetarian, Priusdrivers are not going to save the
environment. Nor will we ever eat
enough organic, kosher, gourmet,
double, triple, quadruple-bottom
line baked goods that so many
social enterprises sell to benefit
low-income Americans and their
communities. Instead, raising
awareness and cultivating interest
amongst a broad audience is
essential, because knowledge,
understanding, acceptance and
tolerance are what result in policy
solutions and mass actions. In fact
this is precisely why I came back
to school.
My early assessment of the professionalization of the nonprofit
world notwithstanding, many organizations still do look to
those within to perform tasks perhaps better suited to outside
consultants. My last job was no different. After taking it upon
myself to create some promotional materials for our affordable
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housing developments, I soon became the in-house designer of
company-wide communications pieces, visual presentations, the
organization’s new website and mail appeals. The opportunity
to influence others, to spread knowledge and spur action, to
“do good” through design was exciting. While I intuited some of
the research included here, producing mail appeal pieces that
identified individuals and attempted to make them relatable, my
designs were probably unremarkable. Certainly not more than
standard practice, nothing ground breaking. This thesis may
also fall short of presenting a new paradigm, though I do believe
that the work offers a unique perspective and several examples
of how a designer might create pieces based on empathy.
Pieces that are persuasive through compelling content and are
human-centered in their construct. Pieces that emphasize our
commonalities and shared experiences and acknowledge their
equal value. Pieces that use empathy as a means of deepening
understanding, interest and commitment to a cause.

Delimitations

•

•
•

•
•

While the ubiquity of dehumanizing images that depict the degradation
of poverty may often be used in unproductive ways, this work is in no
way intended to argue against the importance of such images. They are
essential to our understanding of the human condition and even play
a vital role in advocacy. The point of this thesis is that designers need to
explore beyond that imagery to convey greater understanding and deepen
emotional connections.
The work presented in this thesis does not provide a mechanism to solve
poverty. The pieces are intended to provide information to, and generate
empathy from, general audiences with limited knowledge about poverty.
Notwithstanding several examples in the Precedents and Antecedents
sections that could fall under this category, corporate social responsibility
and related cause marketing efforts are topics largely beyond the scope of
this thesis. The messages of these campaigns involve product or service
enticements and brand identity in addition to the cause information. That
sharing makes these a different type of communication.
There are no assessments of the value of individual pieces. They have not
been tested on potential viewers and therefore no real conclusions can be
drawn regarding their effectiveness.
The arguments made in support of this thesis have not been tested by
my own social science research. The ideas contained herein are based
on observation, critique and existing understandings of the emotions of
sympathy, empathy, guilt, etc. found in the cited works.
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Realist Painters of the 19th Century
It’s hard to see. There are so many shadows and muted colors. What light there
is, a dim soft light, illuminates rags – torn, patched, soiled. The dingy drapery
wraps two figures revealing only the dirty skin on bare feet, small legs, a wrist
and faces. The canvass is dominated by the close-up, full-length depiction
of a child standing, holding a younger child. Each wears an expression that
seems a combination of exasperation and sadness and that meager light, angles
downward, casting shadows over their eyes literally forcing these two children to
appear to stare out of the darkness.23
To a modern audience, this composition might seem all too familiar. Sad
and barefooted, the images of child poverty that we are confronted with today are
much like this one. Yet for the mid-19th century, when Gustave Dore produced
“The Beggar Children”24 Figure 1 this type of content represented the dramatic
social shifts occurring within society.
The Realist movement to which Dore belonged saw a cadre of mostly French
painters taking as their subject matter ordinary people, even the poor. With the
exception of the Dutch masters of the 17th century who painted their bourgeois
patrons, rarely were the non-royal, non-divine deemed worthy of significant
treatment on canvass. In fact, the work of Dore, Jean-Francois Millet, Gustave
Courbet, Honore Daumier and others was often seen as subversive. Courbet’s
“The Painter’s Studio: A real allegory, summarizing seven years of my life as an
artist” Figure 2, which shows rich and poor on opposites sides of the artist and his
model, was even rejected from the Paris Exposition Universelle in 1855.25
37
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Figure 1
World Art The
Essential Illustrated
History, (London:
Flame Tree
Publishing,
2006).

When considering their work – Millet’s elevation of the lives of rural
peasants to art in paintings like “The Gleaners” Figure 3 and “La Cardeuse”
Figure 4, Courbet’s belief in common people as keepers of true values,
Daumier’s social critique and Dore’s documentation of the slums of London –
it is not hard to see why it would have been threatening to Europe’s conservative
establishment.26 The glimpses that these artists provided of injustice and the
social ills of contemporary life were representative of social movements that
championed the plight of the poor. Indeed any documentation of the hardships
faced by common people could have been understood as Socialist propaganda,
and while a Socialist message was intended by some of the artists mentioned
above, the focus of their work represents much more.
Figure 3
World Art The
Essential Illustrated
History, (London:
Flame Tree
Publishing,
2006).

Figure 4
World Art The
Essential Illustrated
History, (London:
Flame Tree
Publishing,
2006).

Figure 2
World Art The
Essential Illustrated
History, (London:
Flame Tree
Publishing,
2006).
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The ideas of the French Revolution captured in the rallying cry “Liberty,
Equality, Fraternity” embodied the political movements that would dominate
and battle each other throughout much of the 19th and early 20th centuries.27
Those grand notions along with the tremendous forces of industrialization that
began in England and swept through continental Europe brought along with
them a shift in social consciousness – a new recognition of the masses. What
this subset of Realist artists did in choosing ordinary people as their subjects
was to raise them to levels, which, at least in art, had been reserved almost
exclusively for the wealthiest members of society. What they were saying, in
effect, was “people, all people, matter”.
How The Other Half Lives, Jacob Riis
In the most densely populated place
on earth, one governed by crime and
corruption and burdened by disease and
poverty Jacob Riis began a career as a
police reporter for the New York Tribune.
From 1877-1888 he gained notoriety for his
descriptions of crime in Mulberry Bend and
the Five Points. The danger and destitution
that he saw turned the reporter into an
advocate. Riis began to document what he
witnessed; a photojournalistic effort that was
published in 1890 in what would become
a nationally read, seminal work, “How
The Other Half Lives”.28 The subjects were
shocking and disquieting and forced many
to consider the deprivation that they had
for so long ignored. One day, not long after
publication, Riis, who was then working for
the New York Evening Sun, stepped out of
his Mulberry Street office, across from the
Metropolitan Police Headquarters. Upon
his return, he found a note on his desk that
had been left for him by Republican Party
up-and-comer, Theodore Roosevelt. The
note was simple, “I have read your book and
I have come to help.”29
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Riis’ work with image and text is
among the first examples of socially
conscious design. It led to reform –
crackdowns on police corruption and new
laws regarding tenements. His efforts also
challenged and helped to change Victorian
attitudes about poverty. Aside from being
his friend and admirer, Roosevelt is
representative of the wealthy and powerful
audience that good social design often
targets. Riis’ images also became the
standard for visualizing poverty, a style
recreated time and again in the 120 years
since their original publication.
In his images Figures 5-8, we see many
of the same subjects that we encounter today
– a mother and child, a lone man, huddled
children, an overcrowded family. They are
all dirty, and wear torn clothes, many are
missing shoes and they are surrounded by
squalor. This is all most appropriate for Riis’
aim, but as we will see, recreations of this
standard in design advocacy pieces often fall
short of his achievement.
Figure 5
How the Other
Half Lives, With
Related Documents
(Boston: Bedford/
Saint Martins,
2011).
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Figure 6
How the Other
Half Lives, With
Related Documents
(Boston: Bedford/
Saint Martins,
2011).

Figure 7
How the Other
Half Lives, With
Related Documents
(Boston: Bedford/
Saint Martins,
2011).

Figure 8
How the Other
Half Lives, With
Related Documents
(Boston: Bedford/
Saint Martins,
2011).
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Depression Era Photos, Dorothea Lange
During the depths of the Great Depression in 1935, Dorothea Lange began to
document the migrant workers and their families who had fled the Dust Bowl for
California. Working for the California and Federal Resettlement Administration,
which would eventually become the Farm Security Administration, Lange
took some of the most iconic images of the Depression. Her photos framed
the devastation and desperation so familiar to her subjects and they serve as an
important historical record.30 Her style also brought an intimacy to the poverty
that she depicted. Many of the pictures were taken close-up and these portraits of
poverty help convey the anger, despair, loneliness and exasperation of her subjects.
Perhaps her most famous piece, “Migrant Mother” Figure 9, was taken in
1936 in Nipomo, California and shows 32-year old Florence Owens Thompson
and three of her children.31 The image often draws comparisons to portrayals of
the Virgin Mary in Western art. It features Thompson at the center, concerned,
wrinkled, rough, looking much older than her age, and holding a baby. Two older
children stand, leaning against her, their heads turned away from the camera,
revealing dirty necks.32 One can feel her anxiety and imagine her hardship. As
noted in my justification, establishing the kind of intimacy that Lange achieved in
her images, can be, depending on several factors, quite useful in generating a desire
to help on the part of a viewer.
Figure 9
Library of
Congress,
http://loc.gov/
pictures/resource/
fsa.8b29516/
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Philadelphia’s Homeless,
Tom Gralish, 1986 Pulitzer Prize
Winning Photo
In the 1980’s homelessness was once again
on the rise. De-institutionalization of the
mentally ill which had begun in the mid1970’s, long-term male unemployment,
reductions in single room occupancy
housing and later in the decade, the crack
cocaine epidemic combined to create a
problem that drew national attention.33 In
1985, Tom Gralish, a photographer for the
Philadelphia Inquirer, set out to document
the people living on the City’s streets. One
of Gralish’s photos Figure 10, a shot of a
man named Walter eating with a spoon
while sitting in a cardboard box near the
curb on a wet sidewalk, a person with
an umbrella walks in the background;
was awarded a Pulitzer Prize in 1986.34
Homelessness was in the national
consciousness and while Gralish’s was one
of many similar images at the time, his is
representative of the trend. A man sitting
or sleeping on the street, in a cardboard
box became for many, a defining image.
The previous three works are
extremely important. They are pieces of
photojournalism that are essential to our
understanding of the issues of poverty
and homelessness in the United States.
These and efforts like them offer visual
evidence to contemporary viewers and
they provide visual records for future
ones. As images for advocacy pieces,
however, they can be problematic. They
show humanity in a degraded state and
have become so ubiquitous that only the
bleakest or most heart-rending stand out.
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At the same time though, the suffering
that makes them so compelling also makes
them hard to connect with. As argued
earlier, dehumanizing images that require
sympathy rather than encourage empathy
can have limited appeal. The problem may
feel too big to solve, or the victims are so
dehumanized as to be no longer relatable,
or the images elicit feelings of guilt that
result in rationalizing or ignoring the issue.
Figure 10
Capture the
Moment: The
Pulitzer Prize
Photographs, New
Updated Edition.
(Washington, D.C.:
Newseum, Inc.,
2007).
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Amazing Grace Video, Christian Children’s Fund
By the final quarter of the 20th century, many Americans became acquainted
with the deep poverty suffered by millions around the globe. Photojournalists did
for many Africans what Jacob Riis had done for those on the Lower East Side,
exposing their suffering to the rest of the world. The 1984-1985 famine in Ethiopia
provided some of the most desperate images, people so disfigured by hunger and
malnutrition that they were skeletal, shown on the verge of death. Eventually
celebrity musicians brought the crisis to even more Americans with “We are the
World”. Then in the early 1990’s the Christian Children’s Fund (CCF) ran what
became famous television commercials in which Sally Struthers walked through
impoverished villages and asked the viewing audience to sponsor a child just like
the one whose story had been told in the spot. CCF and other organizations that
offer child sponsor programs have adopted the strategy proven in the research cited
earlier, namely that a single individual is more compelling than multiple people
in need. Yet the images shown are invariably ones of deep and profound poverty,
intended to make the viewer feel sympathy for those depicted. It is a formula that
we have seen time and again from many international aid organizations.
A more recent example is the “Amazing Grace Video” Figure 11 that CCF
has aired in Canada. The television ad shows video of little African boys, one or
two at a time, barefooted, with dirty clothes and sad faces. In the background, the
song Amazing Grace plays and a voiceover tells of the problem and asks the viewer
to sponsor a child, “it’s your chance to show that child what your loving care
can do…”35 There are no individual stories in this piece, but close-ups dominate
and one child’s tears imply the need for urgency. Like other sympathy appeals,
the video relies on set values, as the voiceover says, “When you save the life of
a child like this, you bring meaning to your own.”36 This type of advertisement
has been repeated many times over, even including spoofs, perhaps the ultimate
acknowledgement of genre status. While the TV spots are undoubtedly moving,
and may very well motivate viewers to give, the question of which viewers remains.
Are these new donors? Are they people who tend to give to similar causes? Given
the arguments made earlier in the Justification, how broad is this appeal really?
Figure 11
YouTube
http://
www.youtube.com
/watch?v=sqnm
9BVcRC4
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Jennifer Connelly PSA, Charity Water
A newer concept Figure 12 comes from
Charity Water, an organization dedicated
to bringing clean water to people in the
developing world.37 The PSA features
actress Jennifer Connelly and follows
her as she leaves her New York City
apartment, dragging jerrycans in a red
wagon, a child at her side. They joins
streams of other New Yorkers walking
block after block, waiting in line in central
park and finally filling those jugs in one
of the ponds. They haul the water home,
she pours it out into glasses and serves the
muddy drink to two children, ostensibly
her own. The screen goes black and
text appears asking viewers to “Imagine
Drinking This”.38 The PSA offers a rather
unique perspective and I would argue is
based largely on empathy. A clear attempt
has been made to reduce social distance by
bringing a degraded living situation to
a modern western city.
Figure 12
Charity Water
http://www.
charitywater.org/
media/videos/index.
php?video =video2
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This video is quite creative and rather
engaging, yet I wonder about its impact.
Instead of making those who need help
relatable, the creators of this PSA did the
opposite, and tried to make the plight
relatable. Instead of helping us, the viewers
to see those experiencing a dehumanizing
situation as human, we see those that
we recognize and are familiar to us as
degraded. There is some evidence that
this type of construct may not have the
desired effect. Deborah Small notes that
“perspective-taking can take one of two
forms: imagining how another feels or
imagining how you would feel in his/her
shoes.”39 She goes on to caution that the
latter can produce distress and feelings more
“egoistic” than “altruistic”, which may not
result in the help sought, and hence may
not make for a successful appeal.40
Colors Magazine, Tibor Kalman
Tibor Kalman’s work with Colors Magazine
is among the standards for unique and
conceptually creative socially conscious
design. Kalman used the pages of Colors
as a platform to address a wide variety of
social issues, frequently experimenting
with approaches that could be considered
human-centered and empathy-based.41
His image of Ronald Reagan with
Kaposi’s Sarcoma Figure 13 stands out as
a particularly poignant example. Treating
the face of the American President with a
disease closely associated with the HIV/
AIDS epidemic that so ravaged the gay
community at the time, was a powerful way
of elevating the crisis and speaking with and
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Figure 13
Colors: Tibor
Kalman Issues 1-13,
(New York: Harry N.
Abrams, Inc., 2002).

for that community and saying loudly to
an entire readership “look at what we see”.
Kalman incorporated the experiences of his
subjects to help his readers understand their
own humanity.
Much like the Charity Water example,
this piece is striking, yet also similarly
problematic as it closes social distance by
bringing the plight closer to the viewer
rather than bringing those suffering closer
to the viewer. Therefore despite the truly
profound nature of the design, it might well
fall short as an advocacy piece. The lesson
to be drawn from this and Charity water is
that an empathy-based approach does not
in itself guarantee success, social distance
must be closed in an appropriate manner.
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The Envisioning Development
Toolkits, Center for
Urban Pedagogy
In imagining how we might take
a human-centered design approach to
advocacy pieces, it is instructive to look
at human-centered information design
pieces, as it is easier to identify how the
designers anticipate their viewers and
attempt to meet them where they are.
One example comes from the Center
for Urban Pedagogy. “The Envisioning
Development Toolkit” Figure 14 was
designed to help New Yorkers understand
affordable housing. The piece offers
simple explanations and graphics of some
very complex rules, regulations, funding
formulas and so on, that can be difficult
to explain to community members with
little or no prior knowledge of the subject.
The toolkit concludes with an activity
that community organizers or government
officials can run with residents and other
local stakeholders at community meetings
to facilitate discussion and help them
truly understand affordable housing
generally as well as policies or projects
specific to them.42
This piece is particularly interesting
because it allows the audience to engage
with the book and with each other.
The design idea offers a framework for
participation and active consideration of
an issue. By walking them through the
process, having them attach a job title
to a salary and then determine housing
affordability for that person and their
family, participants gain an understanding
of the wide range of people that need
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Figure 14
What is Affordable
Housing? From
the Envisioning
Development
Toolkit, http://

affordable housing, as well as the housing
market in their community and get a
chance to debate developments planned
for their neighborhood. The simple
design that conveys a complex issue and
the active group experience make this, a
human-centered design approach. Further,
matching job titles with salaries reduces the
social distance between those in need of
housing assistance and those that are not,
humanizing the former by illuminating
their situations and making this piece a
good example of empathy-based design too.
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Ways and Means Toolkits for the Community Builders, IDEO
In 2007, The Community Builders a large, national affordable housing
organization contracted IDEO to help them better understand the residents of
the housing that they managed. The purpose was to enable The Community
Builders to better meet the needs and wants of their residents, giving the
organization the information necessary to empower people through improved
services and development.43
Eventually, IDEO would produce what they called the “Ways and Means
Toolkit” Figure 15 which would offer a great deal of information that IDEO
designers had learned by immersing themselves in three housing developments.
They actually lived with residents, held community meetings, followed site
staff and talked with local stakeholders. By embedding themselves within the
community, they learned directly from their user group. This human-centered
design approach, also yielded personal experiences that the designers were able to
use in conveying the information that they had gleaned. By taking direct quotes
from real people who they meant to help, IDEO was able to craft a design that
I see as based on empathy, showing those who needed help as requiring the same
things as all of us. Because this was not meant as an advocacy piece, but rather as
an informational piece for an organization already committed to serving others,
the direct experiences highlighted don’t reduce social distance with the purpose
of eliciting donations or even convincing a general audience to care about the
problem. This example does, however, offer a framework for understanding others
and casting their experiences in a light that general audiences would recognize.
Figure 13
From the Ways
and Means Toolkit
for the Community
Builders, http://
www.ideo.com/
work/ways-andmeans-toolkits/
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Posters, Coalition for the Homeless
Through their Civil Rights Project, the National Coalition for the Homeless
(NCH) seeks to protect the rights of people experiencing homelessness
including such things as: ensuring the right to vote, protecting people from
hate crimes, securing the right to equal education for homeless children
and preventing the criminalization of homelessness itself.44 In a poster series
Figures 16-19 meant to raise awareness about rights violations, NCH took
sentences written in the negative and stripped them of single words until left
with conjunctions like “isn’t” or “don’t”, that they re-wrote as positives, “is”,
“do”. For example, Figure 16 reads, “I can’t imagine how to stop hate crimes
against America’s homeless” became, “I can’ imagine how to stop hate crimes
against America”, then “I can’t imagine how to stop hate crimes” and so on
until “I can’t” and then “I can”. The poster concept, which is a bit weak and
the copy, which is awkward aside, the images that they used in the posters are
contrived versions of the documentary photos detailed above. The image that
accompanies the hate crimes text shows a man dressed to look homeless, knit
hat, jeans with a hole in the knee, even one shoe duct-taped, cowering on the
ground in front of a man holding a baseball bat. The image is quite obviously
a reenactment, posed for the camera and therefore devoid of authenticity
making it even less affective.45
Other images from the series also use visual themes from the documentary
photos – a close-up of an older man’s wrinkled, weather-beaten face and a man
sleeping directly on pavement, using what appears to be a shoe for a pillow.46
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They are all black and white photos as well,47 so regardless of design rational,
like emphasizing the starkness of this reality, or fostering a sense of drama
the images display yet another familiar characteristic. All three are difficult to
connect with because they lack an expression of what the viewer and subject
actually share – the civil rights that the organization is trying to protect.
Instead the designer essentially asks the viewer to just feel sorry for the subject
and to direct positive energy toward a solution to what looks to be
a depressing scene.
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Figure 17
National Coalition
for the Homeless,
Civil Rights,
http://www.
nationalhomeless.
org/civilrights/

Figure 18
National Coalition
for the Homeless,
Civil Rights,
http://www.
nationalhomeless.
org/civilrights/

Figure 19
National Coalition
for the Homeless,
Civil Rights,
http://www.
nationalhomeless.
org/civilrights/

Figure 16 National Coalition for the Homeless, Civil Rights, http://www.nationalhomeless.org/
civilrights/
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Give the Homeless the Kind of
Change They Can Really Use,
Subtalk, NYC
The City of New York uses very similar
imagery in their “Subtalk” posters
Figures 20 and 21. Up in subway cars, the
campaign’s two posters, feature a black
and white photo of either a homeless
woman or homeless man looking up,
hopeful for help and urge New Yorkers to
“Give the Homeless the Kind of Change
They Can Really Use”.48 Smaller text
explains that if people contact the City via
311 to report the homelessness that they
see, teams of outreach workers can be sent
to intervene and house the person in need.49
While the images used for this
campaign do not appear staged as in
the NCH campaign, their purpose is
somewhat elusive. They are single people
in need, so theoretically the viewer could
feel sympathy for the subject, but there is
no common footing upon which the two
can stand. In fact the photo is just a twodimensional version of something that
many people are already confronted with
in person on the subway. The individuals
photographed for this awareness campaign
wear quiet, weary expressions and could
perhaps be asking for help, but it is almost
as if they appear on the posters because
the posters are about homelessness. As
if this is the expected image therefore it
must exist.

Precedents
Figure 20
http://
dcfadvertising.
com/blog/index.
php/site/permalink/
homeless_
awareness_
campaign_
launches/

Figure 21
http://
dcfadvertising.
com/blog/index.
php/site/permalink/
homeless_
awareness_
campaign_
launches/
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Homelessness Posters, Vitae
This depiction of poverty and homelessness is not solely an American one.
Campaigns in Europe have also employed similar imagery to make a point
about the issue. In Portugal, Ambient Media designed a guerilla campaign for
Vitae Shelters Figure 22 in which a poster of an aging homeless man, dirty,
with a big beard, knit hat and old clothes is affixed to the inside lid of trash
cans. The poster reads “Help. So that no one has to come here for food.”50 The
photo is in color this time, but the rest of the image is quite familiar. The idea
expressed on the ad, that someone might visit the same garbage can looking
for food, is actually an interesting one. The viewer is at the trash bin so they
have the experience of seeing it, feeling it, looking inside of it and smelling it.
That would be at least the beginning of a common experience with which to
connect the uninformed with the cause. It is perhaps more closely related to
the empathy model that I described earlier. The image however, is not part of
this. The image is literal and not integral to the shared experience. The photo
serves only as the reference for the text, which then essentially asks the viewer
to help the man featured on the poster or people who look just like him. As
he does not look friendly, kind or even safe to be around, sympathy becomes
a particularly bad choice for this advertisement.
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Get People From The Street Before
They Become A Part Of It, Euro
RSCG for Verein NeunerHAUS
A second European campaign comes
from Euro RSCG Vienna, made for an
organization called Verein NeunerHAUS.
The poster series Figures 23-25 shows
various dark and foreboding street scenes,
which look rather plain as greys and
muted colors abound, but upon closer
examination the viewer sees a transparent
homeless person, ghostlike and disheveled,
with the words “Get people from the
streets before they become a part of it” in
white, seemingly hand-printed lettering
along on of the walls.51 The posters are
Figure 23
Design for the
Greater Good: The
Best in CauseRelated Marketing
and Nonprofit
Design (New York:
Collins Design,
2010)

Figure 24
Design for the
Greater Good: The
Best in CauseRelated Marketing
and Nonprofit
Design (New York:
Collins Design,
2010)

Figure 22 Trend Hunter, Guerilla Campaign for Homeless, http://www.trendhunter.com/trends
guerrilla-homeless-vitae-shelters
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Figure 25
Design for the
Greater Good: The
Best in CauseRelated Marketing
and Nonprofit
Design (New York:
Collins Design,
2010)

beautiful and haunting and take a slightly
different visual approach from the typical
street homeless imagery because they
don’t actually offer a sympathetic figure,
in fact, one can barely see the homeless
person, however they don’t draw any
other connection to the subject or cause
either. The message is almost accusatory. It
suggests that homeless people are basically
invisible and the longer we allow for this
to exist the easier it is to turn away. Thus,
in this case, whether the sympathy model
risks bringing out feelings of guilt or not
does not even matter. The poster series gives
no subject to feel sympathy for or to have
empathy with.
Sinking Street Ads, SAMU Social Campaign
In a very similar ad campaign for SAMU Social, Alexandra Offe directed
a series of posters Figures 26-28 that show homeless men literally sinking
into the street, as if the pavement were some kind of watery grave.52 The text
translates to “The more one lives on the street, the less one has the chance to
leave there.”53 Once again, the ads are filled with dirty, hairy, bruised, men
wearing torn clothing and missing shoes. They look as though they may be
high or drunk or that they may have committed a crime. The only emotional
hook in any of the three posters is a dog that also sinks into the street. The
dog is pathetic and clearly did not do anything to deserve this fate, but
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Figure 26
Trend Hunter,
Sinking Street
Ads: SAMU Social
Campaign Brings
Awareness to
Homelessness,
http://www.
trendhunter.com/
trends/samusocial-campaign#!/
photos/74518/1

Figure 27
Trend Hunter,
Sinking Street
Ads: SAMU Social
Campaign Brings
Awareness to
Homelessness,
http://www.
trendhunter.com/
trends/samusocial-campaign#!/
photos/74518/1

Figure 28
Trend Hunter,
Sinking Street
Ads: SAMU Social
Campaign Brings
Awareness to
Homelessness,
http://www.
trendhunter.com/
trends/samusocial-campaign#!/
photos/74518/1

looking at the men, you might suspect that they did. Of course that is an
entirely unfair assumption, but again the designer of these ads chose to make
these men look as bad as possible. They are nearly impossible to relate to, and
while the posters are very artfully done I come to the same conclusion with
this series as I did with the Verein NeunerHAUS ads above. There is almost
nothing to have either sympathy or empathy for. In fact, I would argue that the
artfulness of the ads became the main point, elbowing out the homelessness
message in favor of an otherworldly almost dreamlike expression of poverty.
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Street Reach Campaign, Jeff Thompson
T2H Advertising for Street Reach Mission
Another fictive representation of street homelessness comes from the Street Reach
Campaign designed by Jeff Thompson of T2H Advertising for Street Reach
Mission, an emergency shelter and service provider in the Myrtle Beach area of
South Carolina. The advertisements Figures 29-33 show scenes with two types of
people, those who appear middle-class going about a regular day and those who
are homeless, however the headline, “If it were you, would you help?” directs us to
look again. When we do we find that this image does not in fact show different
people, but rather one person playing the two parts.54 This campaign like
several others noted here, takes the traditional image of people suffering from
poverty and puts a twist on it. While using an image type generally reserved
for sympathy, this effort seems to attempt an approach based on empathy as it
asks people to imagine themselves as the homeless people that they see. But that
is a very difficult leap to make if you have never experienced anything quite as
Figure 29
Design for the
Greater Good: The
Best in CauseRelated Marketing
and Nonprofit
Design (New York:
Collins Design,
2010)

Figure 30
Design for the
Greater Good: The
Best in CauseRelated Marketing
and Nonprofit
Design (New York:
Collins Design,
2010)
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Figure 31
Design for the
Greater Good: The
Best in CauseRelated Marketing
and Nonprofit
Design (New York:
Collins Design,
2010)

Figures 32 (top)
& 33 (bottom)
Design for the
Greater Good: The
Best in CauseRelated Marketing
and Nonprofit
Design (New York:
Collins Design,
2010)

devastating. In fact, asking viewers to make that leap may even do more harm
than good. While taking another person’s perspective reduces social distance,
perspective taking can come in more than one form.55 Deborah Small draws
a distinction between imagining how someone else feels and imagining how
you would feel if you were actually having the same experience. Citing another
study, she writes,
…imagining yourself in the other’s shoes also produces personal distress. Personal
distress evokes egoistic (self-protective) motivation rather than altruistic (otherprotective) motivation. As a result individuals may not help if helping does not, in
some way, reduce this personal distress. In contrast, taking the focus off of the self
and imagining the other’s feelings is the surer way to motivate prosocial behavior.56

Designers seeking an empathy approach should be wary of this phenomenon
and give deep consideration to what they are asking their audience to do.
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Satirical Ads, Giovanni+Draftfcb
The images of homeless people or those in
poverty have become so commonplace in
design advocacy, that they have now been
satirized as well. In a campaign created
for the Creative Club of Rio de Janeiro,
Giovanni+Draftfcb featured images
Figures 34-36 of homeless people holding
handwritten cardboard signs reading,
“I helped a copywriter become a creative
director”, “I’ve made a creative team win
a lion at Cannes” and “Thanks to us. An
art director had his salary doubled.”57 The
satirical campaign is a commentary on
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Figure 36
Homeless People
Used to Condemn
Use of Homeless
People In Ads,
AdRants, http://
www.adrants.
com/2007/06/
homeless-peopleused-to-condemnuse-of.php#more

Figure 34
Homeless People
Used to Condemn
Use of Homeless
People In Ads,
AdRants, http://
www.adrants.
com/2007/06/
homeless-peopleused-to-condemnuse-of.php#more

Figure 35
Homeless People
Used to Condemn
Use of Homeless
People In Ads,
AdRants, http://
www.adrants.
com/2007/06/
homeless-peopleused-to-condemnuse-of.php#more

designers who use images of vulnerable
groups particularly those in poverty
because they carry so much weight. The
implication is that while these designers
might protest that they are making work
that advocates, what they are really doing
is exploitative and that the results rarely
benefit those pictured, but rather just the
designers themselves. The ads bear the
text, “BE RESPONSIBLE WHEN YOU
CREATE YOUR ADS” and encourage
designers to ask themselves the question
“brilliant for whom?”58
Posters, United Way of Central Alabama
A much more serious concept, and one that does not use images of people at
all comes from the Open Creative Group. In their awareness campaign for the
United Way of Central Alabama Figures 37, they use the phrase, “Someone in
our community” and then finish the sentence with “has nothing to eat”, “has
lost everything” and “wishes he had to work late”.59 One poster shows an open
refrigerator with only a half-full jar of jam. The label on the jar reads, “Someone
in our community has nothing to eat”.60 This particular ad seems to prioritize
empathy as it offers a visual of what it might look like if you didn’t have enough
food in your house. The viewer is clearly not experiencing hunger, but we all
know what it is like to open a refrigerator and realize that we need to go to the
store. Of course given the previous example of the Street Reach Campaign,
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Please Don’t Litter, People Have
to Sleep Here, Coalition for the
Homeless
In the mid 1990’s the Coalition for
the Homeless, not to be confused with
NCH highlighted earlier, did a guerilla
campaign in New York City Figure 39,
in which Creative Director Peter Cohen
stenciled “PLEASE DON’T LITTER.
PEOPLE HAVE TO SLEEP HERE.”62
There was no image at all, just the stencil.
There was no sympathy, that feeling would
have been reserved for actual homeless
people sleeping on the street. In this case,
all that the viewer saw was the text and
the space and in being present there, the
connection between viewer and cause was
revealed. The viewer inhabited the space,
felt the weather saw the hazards and, with
the prompting of the message, might have
begun to imagine what it would be like to
sleep there. Viewers that did that would
have felt empathy.

Figure 37 Design for the Greater Good: The Best in Cause-Related Marketing and Nonprofit Design
(New York: Collins Design, 2010)

designers must be careful with this approach, as it can be counter productive to
attempt to literally give the viewer an uneasy feeling. Another poster, however,
shows a fire hydrant with the phrase, “Someone in our community has lost
everything”.61 Presumably the reason that they show the fire hydrant is to
suggest that fire was the cause of this unknown person’s tragedy and while this
may be a bit of a reach, once again the emotion sought is empathy. By using the
phrase “Someone in our community…” the designers reduce social distance,
yet by not identifying a particular victim in any way, the ads are perhaps less
convincing, less authentic and less impactful than they might otherwise be.
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Figure 39
http://
paperinkvoice.
wordpress.com
/2011/01/
30/248/
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Internal Debate
The story related in the antecedents of the note that Teddy Roosevelt left for
Jacob Riis appears in Edmund Morris’ “The Rise of Theodore Roosevelt”. My
father cited it on the inside cover of the copy that he and my mother gave me
in 2002. His inscription continued, “Find the work which needs to be done
and pursue it with honesty and intelligence.” This project Figure 40 is as much
a personal exploration as it is a broader societal one. It reflects my ambivalence
about my own abilities to make a true, positive, social impact. That ambivalence
can be extrapolated to be widely inclusive and representative of the feelings
of a general public as well. It is that very ambivalence that creates the
preconditions for inaction and allows us to rationalize or turn away from
images that make us uncomfortable. It is in this way that the types of images
that Riis popularized can become an excuse for viewers not to help. By contrast,
this structure is a new attempt at voicing an old concern.
This project is intended to help me, and hopefully through me, the viewer,
to pay attention to the poverty that we so often ignore. The brilliance in Riis’
work is that it contextualized poverty in a way that differed from the norm. That
reframing of the problem forced viewers to reconsider the issue. It is my hope
that by acknowledging my indifference, my excuses, my choices, that this project
allows for a similar reconsideration in others. The piece is an audio recording of
two voices, one admitting to not helping someone in the subway, said in the style
of the “subway speech” and an internal monologue, the one that so many of us
have when we are confronted with someone begging for money.
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and eloquently alluding to our violent
inclinations and peaceful aspirations.63
He finished with an appeal for social
justice, a message of welfare, encouraging
the people of the Union to “…care for him
who shall have borne the battle, and for
his widow, and his orphan…”64
This project eventually took the form
of a dark room Figure 41 into which
individual participants could retreat to
consider the duality of human nature that
we see expressed through Lincoln’s words.
The text of the speech was available before
one entered the room, and once inside the
participant listened to the Morse Code
(the medium through which the speech
would have originally been transmitted)
and watched a flashing light, echoing the
tone of the code.
Aspiring to do good and not always
achieving it has emerged as a common
theme in many of my projects. Truthfully,
it is the reason that design advocacy on
any issue, particularly poverty is necessary
in the first place. We want to do good, but
we need to be asked, reminded, guided.

Figure 40

The Duality of Human Nature
This project was an experiment with
experience rather than a designed artifact.
Evolving out of an assignment in which
we were asked to design some form of
communication with an alien species,
and operating under the assumption that
each cry into the infinite darkness of
space is an attempt to define us, for us,
I simulated a Morse Code transmission
in both light and sound, of the second
two-thirds of Abraham Lincoln’s Second
Inaugural Address. In one of the most
famous speeches in American history,
Lincoln talked of a being engaged in a
great conflict, and of both sides praying
to the same God, each “invoking His aid
against the other”. He spoke of sin and
morality and reconciliation. The speech
is the human experience, succinctly
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Figure 41
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It’s Not What It Looks Like
Last year there were 42,888 children who
spent at least one night in New York City
homeless shelters.65 Like the rest of the
shelter population and the countless others
who live in overcrowded, doubled-up
apartments, we never see them because
they don’t sleep on the streets, those
who do make up just a fraction of the
homelessness problem in this City. The
issue of child homelessness is the subject
I chose for an assignment, which required
us to make a three dimensional information
pod Figures 42-44, to be erected in Times
Square, as well as a poster advertising the
pod Figure 45. The point of both is to help
to convey knowledge and understanding of
our topic.
Seeking an empathy-based concept,
I considered the common experiences
of children, homeless and housed, and
their respective parents. As sleeping and
bedtime are shared experiences, and
actually having stayed the night in
a shelter was integral to the statistics,
I decided to couch the concept in those
terms. I believed that a children’s sized
bed, recognizably small could be a striking
representation of the situation.

Figure 43

Figure 44

Figure 42
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Figure 45
Opposite

It’s not
what it
looks
like
In New York City, we see homeless people. But for every adult sleeping on the streets, up to three children close
their eyes in homeless shelters. Last year 42,888 children spent a night in shelter and after losing their homes,
countless more shared beds or slept on couches and floors in the overcrowded apartments of friends or family.

Learn more in Times Square June 10 - July 29
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The information pod structure is
designed to be metal and have three sides
– floor, one wall and ceiling. Cut from
the ceiling and the wall is a strip of metal,
which folds into the small bed. This opens
a hole in the ceiling and wall for light to
flood in, illuminate the bed literally and
the problem metaphorically. It also shows
an unprotected sleeping arrangement,
an inhospitable environment that feels
very much unlike home. As people enter
the space and read text placed at the
bottom of the wall as if a child had put
it there, they will feel uneasiness in the
scale, a design element that speaks to
the insecurity of homelessness. They will
also recognize a structure reminiscent of
a bedroom, though clearly different as it
is entirely metal, open on several sides,
cold, hot, wet or otherwise uncomfortable
depending on the weather. The experience
is designed to help them imagine the point
of view of a homeless child.
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Leave The Light On?
Attempting a slightly different take on
the issue of child homelessness, I made
a second poster Figure 46, unrelated to
the pod, but one that conveys the same
basic fact. This time, instead of showing
a bed, the image used is that of a shadow
which appears to resemble a monster’s
head. It is reminiscent of the scary shapes
that children often see in the shadows of
their dark bedrooms. Being frightened
by imagined monsters is something that
happens to children at all income levels,
and may very well be something that each
of us remembers from our own childhood.
It is a shared experience now being
presented as representative of a very real
concern – homelessness. As we understand
what it is to be afraid in the dark, we know
how many of those children feel, we are
able to imagine their fears. By focusing
on this shared experience, we can connect
with homeless children, a population
with whom we may have nothing else in
common. In essence, our empathy for their
fears at night can lead us to care about their
much larger and true problem. This was
also a suggestion of the type of empathy
generating image that could be paired with
a big number – “Last year 42,888 children
slept in New York City homeless shelters”
– as earlier I cited evidence that those large
numbers are difficult for people to relate to.
Yet whether they lead to increased social
distance or not, there are times when they
must be presented. The challenge then for
designers is to connect those numbers to
something that is more relatable.

Leave
the
light
on?

Process & Methodology

Figure 46
Opposite

Last year 42,888 children slept in
New York City homeless shelters

Learn more at nyhomeless.org
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Barrier/Potential
This piece Figure 47 is a diptych through
which I continued to explore alternative
images of the experience of poverty. Both
are black and white digital photographs.
The first is an ominous and heavy looking
metal door, the second is a chain-link
fence with a small gap, shot upward
toward the sky. These two images
together represent a cycle of slim hope
and dejection. Both photos have some
measure of potential to be either positive
or negative, both are transitional elements,
two sided objects that could offer relief,
but for the tone of the images, which
suggest they might not.
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Stairs
Another image exploration Figure 48 was a series of black and white digital
photos taken of a staircase. They are intentionally confusing as it is difficult to
tell which direction you are looking in, an element meant to reflect the anxiety
and frustration inherent in the crises of poverty. The stairs were chosen because of
their mundane quality. All of us use stairs all the time, thinking little of them, and
many of us also know what it is like to lose our way in a stairwell, unsure whether
we need to go up or down, unable to see around the next set of risers. Given the
context of poverty, this stair imagery thus offers a suggestion of what desperation
might feel like, a feeling that we can then relate to. This makes it easier for us, the
viewer to imagine an experience from the point of view of a person in need. One
could argue that this design experiment is too close to imagining what it feels like
to be in another’s shoes rather than just imaging their feelings and is therefore
less successful. In other words it brings the plight closer to the viewer rather than
bringing those suffering closer to the viewer, however, I believe that because it
does not in fact show the plight, but instead equates it with an everyday activity
or feeling, the design helps the viewer to feel a positive version of empathy.
Figure 47

Figure 48
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Untitled Account
In reflecting on my time working with people who suffered from mental illness,
I realized that my group home experience also had a great deal to do with
poverty. Poverty and mental illness are often concurrent. Aside from the impact
of poverty on the mental health of people experiencing it, it is a consistent cause
of homelessness around the country.66 Many of the agency’s clients came from
poor families and would likely have been homeless were it not for the public
aid they received. Still, while the government took care of many of their
basic needs, they had very little money beyond what they spent on powerful
cigarette addictions. They also lacked the opportunity for self-determination,
a circumstance often shared with those in deep poverty.
This piece Figure 49 is a description of one of my former clients. She was
severely mentally ill, to the point of being a bit scary. She was the type of
person that many of us try to avoid in public. Yet this work is not about that.
It is about loneliness, a feeling that we, the readers of this piece can empathize
with. The work allows us a glimpse into her life and helps us imagine how
she feels, by focusing on an emotion that we all have a context for. With
this piece I tried to close the social distance between viewer and subject and
makes a rather difficult subject more relatable.
Figure 49
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Figure 50

In an effort to explore this concept further, I took the book and turned
it into a video Figure 50. I felt that a video would be a good format as it can
reach wide audiences via the Internet, yet it can be watched on a personal
computer, thus preserving the intimacy of the piece. I edited the text,
condensing it to make for a tighter presentation. It appears in white over a
portion of the video footage but just as in the book, it is offered one line at
a time and is set in Courier New, which is reminiscent of the bureaucratic
paperwork associated with institutional living. Shot from the perspective of
a person walking, the video includes a view of the sidewalk and a moving
shadow, which is overlaid on a view of the sky, giving the appearance of
looking both up and down at the same time. The two opposing views add
emphasis to the dichotomy between optimism and pessimism in this piece. The
woman, sick, delusional, waiting for her mother, hoping, anticipating until she
is disappointed. Then her mother finally does come, which should be reason for
happiness, but given the circumstances we find at the end that the occasion is
actually rather sad.
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Untitled Note
The group home experience was relevant
for another reason too. My colleagues and
I never earned much more than $11/hour.
While that number is well above minimum
wage, it still provided a net income of less
than $20,000 per year. We were among the
vast number of Americans considered the
working poor, and though I was fine –
a college and graduate student who had been
given my parents old Toyota Camry and
who had no major financial obligations at
the time, many other staff members were
not so lucky. Those with children often had
money problems. Even my boss, the Program
Coordinator, was forced to take a second job
Figure 51
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as the night manager at a local convenience
store. This piece Figure 51 was inspired by
a conversation that I had with a coworker
and friend in which she listed her expenses,
talked about what she couldn’t give to her
children and with tears in her eyes concluded
that she was actually worth more dead.
The work is a handwritten note,
almost a confession, expressing
exasperation, desperation and resignation.
The voice is beaten down by a litany of
everyday expenses and a low wage that
does not cover them, and it is distraught
over an inability to “make my child’s life
better”. The crumpling of the paper, as if
it had been thrown away and found later,
speaks to the shame often associated with
this kind of situation. As if the writer had
put these words down on paper, relieved
themselves of the burden for a time and
discarded the piece in an attempt to move
forward in any way that they could. At
least that was very much the way the
original conversation felt to me. This
piece is another attempt to show pain in
a way that allows the viewer to imagine
the feelings of the subject. To imagine
for example how they would feel if they
couldn’t buy an SAT prep book for their
child like the author of the note.
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Postcards
While the previous piece had its place in
my thesis show, it did not translate into
any sort of broader communication and
therefore in this project I sought to resolve
the work more fully. In fact the new piece,
“Postcards” Figure 52, also represents
a continuation of the image explorations
that I began in “Stairs” and “Barrier and
Potential”. For this set of four postcards
I kept the handwritten component of
“Untitled Note” and combined it with
new black and white digital photographs.
Two of the new images created had
handwritten lines from the piece above,
the two others had scribbled math, one
about the amount of money earned by the
writer, the other outlining monthly bills.
These two were missing from the text of
“Untitled Note” yet were very much a part
of the original conversation that inspired
the piece. The photos with superimposed
handwriting are placed on the back of the
postcards in the spot normally reserved
for a handwritten message. In some ways
this is perfectly appropriate as the images
contain handwritten messages, yet they
also contain photographs, which are
generally placed on the front of the card.
In this respect the postcard is inverted
cluing the viewer in to the fact that
something is wrong. Similar perhaps to
the way an upside down American flag
is considered a signal of distress. The
front of the card is white with bold black
text. Each card asks a different question:
Why do I try so hard for so little? Why
don’t I get help too? How can my kid
have a chance? How long can I work for
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nothing? These are questions that many,
if not all of us can relate to, though they
are particularly poignant when asked by
those in poverty. The form of the postcard
was chosen for the same reason as that
of the video in the previous piece, it is a
mass communication form but one with
some very personal elements – it’s small,
handheld, and contains handwritten notes
– that maintain and emphasize intimacy.

Figure 52
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Untitled Conversation
The Dorchester, MA. family shelter that I discussed in the introduction
was called Project Hope. While I worked as part of their housing retention
program, from time to time I would have to field phone calls from people
seeking shelter. These were invariably single mothers, usually staying with
friends or family, but without a place to live long term, and in crisis. As we
were not an emergency shelter and had only eight beds, which were always
full, it fell to me to turn these women away. While I could offer them
numbers for other area shelters, I could do nothing myself. What’s worse,
I knew that most of the other shelters were not likely to do better than me.
Having just completed my Masters in Community Development and
Planning, and eager to build a professional life dedicated to the lives of
others, I was dejected. This project Figure 53 recounts the phone conversation
that I would have with shelter seekers and alludes to my doubts about my
own abilities to actually help.
The concept for this piece is based on a life index project for which we
were encouraged to delve into our past and give serious consideration to those
things in our lives that have made us, us. Instead of producing a design that
detailed the full arc of my life, I chose a pivotal experience. This folio is

Process & Methodology

a retelling of my conversations, not one in particular but all of them, as they
all played out in much the same way – the caller would ask for shelter, I would
inform her that we could not take anyone else, she would get upset, I would ask
a few more questions to see what I could do, she would cry, I would give those
other numbers, she would thank me, I would wish her luck, she would tell me
to have a blessed day, I would thank her.
The voices are expressed in different typefaces, at various sizes; the
emotion in the caller’s voice represented by changes in kerning, tracking and
leading as well. I chose Adobe Garamond to represent me, thinking that
a serif face with a humanist axis was appropriate for the altruistic endeavor
that I had undertaken, while the caller was represented by Trade Gothic,
a strong sans serif, the simplicity of which speaks to a pure and basic
motivation, self-preservation for her and her children.
For my thesis exhibition this piece was reconsidered Figures 54 and 55.
Each page of the original large format folio was printed on 8 1/2” x 11”
photocopier paper. I played with the lightness and contrast to produce pages
that looked copied. I then framed each one individually and mounted most
of them at different levels on the wall. The rest were placed on the floor.
The point was that this conversation happens over and over again, but each
time it happens is terribly important because it represents several lives in
crisis. It was affixed to the wall and floor in a way that emphasizes the rather
sad downward trajectory of the conversation. We begin in hope and end in
disappointment, both of us.
Figure 54

Figure 53
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Figure 55
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Since the exhibition, the work has been imagined once more, this time
as a motion piece Figure 56. Still in the same typefaces, still black text on
a white background, but this time, the text moves. The viewer takes it in a
bit at a time, in a way much more akin to how they might hear it were they
sitting in on the actual call. The timing for each word or fragment or short
sentence has been measured to emphasize the speaker’s perspective. The caller’s
voice is at times quick or stilted, sometimes one word at a time while mine
remains calm even as I search to regain my footing after failing to help and
then as I become demoralized by that failure. The piece now has a sound
element as well, a ringing telephone never answered. The ringing in the
background could be interpreted literally as another call in my office or more
metaphorically as the help that never comes. As a video, the piece can live
online and reach a large audience, yet just as I pointed out in my description
of “Untitled Account”, the online video watched on a personal computer can
be a rather personal experience.

Figure 53

Evaluations,
Conclusions &
Further Directions

For all of the pieces presented in the Process and
Methodology Section, I relied heavily on my
own experience and direct interactions with
people dealing with poverty; those interactions,
dialogues, etc. are the key to this method. They
give my work an authenticity, which makes the
design true and thus worthwhile, validating the
viewing experience. A voice imbued with the
authority to discuss an issue like poverty is essential
as are methods for shortening social distance. One
that I attempted to employ was intimacy, both
physically with the forms that I chose and through
content. Finding commonalities with each of the
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individuals that I spoke to helped me to convey
some of their experiences in a way that is hopefully
more relevant to, and resonant with, a broad
audience. I believe that this has produced messages
that are empathetic rather than sympathetic and
I believe that there are several implications that
this has for design practice. The most prominent
might be the need for designers who are engaged
in advocacy projects to talk to and get to know
those for whom they are designing. It is not enough
to take direction from the development officer at
a non-profit organization or to read about an
issue prior to designing for it, rather it is through
firsthand accounts that empathy can be found,
cultivated and ultimately used beneficially.
Judging by the feedback that I got regarding
my thesis exhibition, I believe that my initial
hypothesis is correct. People responded well to the
ideas I presented and were quick to adopt my
thesis argument. Each time I discuss my thesis
topic I am met with regular agreement upon the
point of our current poverty images and their
shortcomings. With that said, many of those who
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came to the thesis show and commented favorably
were my own friends and family so perhaps their
critique should be taken with a grain of salt.
I did, however, get a few thoughts that were
unexpected. One person commented on the
“$11/hour” line of “Untitled Note” saying she
knew what it was like to have demands placed
on you at a job where you barely earned enough
to get by. There was an audible gasp from two
people who were reading “Untitled Account”
when they got to the end and several people told
me that they were really impacted by “Untitled
Conversation”. When I was first told about
people empathizing with me as well as the caller,
I was taken aback. While I had meant to convey
my own dejection, I wasn’t sure how much my
feelings would or should add to the piece. Then
there was an old friend who I have had only
sporadic contact with over the last ten years and
who was nice enough to come to the show. She
singled out “Untitled Conversation” as well, but
instead of the piece teaching her something that
she did not already know, she told me that she
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could relate to it because it was her experience
too. As a doctor, from time to time she has to tell
people that she cannot help them. She knew the
feelings that I was voicing as well as I did. While
she did not have to work hard to empathize, her
reaction served as an interesting reminder of the
inclusiveness that an empathy-based approach
can bring.
By creating designs that included feelings,
experiences, thoughts and ideas that broader
audiences could relate to, I believe that I was
able to reduce the social distance between
my subjects and my viewers, offer a new and
possibly unexpected visual language for poverty
messaging and provide a more comprehensive
understanding of the issue. As I noted in the
Delimitations, this is not a research study and
therefore my hypothesis has not been properly
tested. Isolating the aspects of a design that are
empathetic and those that are sympathetic and
comparing them in a well-designed study would
be helpful in either proving or disproving my
theory. Yet given the available research as well as
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my personal experience I suspect that drawing a
distinction between sympathy and empathy and
crafting a design around the latter, might very
well offer a broad and deep appeal and prove
a successful model for nonprofits and NGO’s.
While my conclusions here are merely conjecture,
anecdotally they suggest that my methodology of
empathy-based design has the potential to be quite
impactful. I believe that this approach can serve as
a model for designers engaged in cause design and
offer guidance for creating innovative, interesting
and compelling advocacy pieces.
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